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Patent Pending US 13/572,503
Product Code:  COBRA, COBRASB11, 

COBRASB12
Features:
� Models for baseball (hardball), slow and fast 

pitch softballs.
� Models for softballs with both 11 inch and 12 

inch circumferences.
� Each model design is universal right or left.
� TRS energy capture and release polymer 

technology.

� Fully adjustable for ball release and throwing 
angles.

� Optimizes control, trajectory & speed.
� Duplicates instinctive throwing style/skills. . . 

throw hard and accurately
� COBRA has achieved 50 + MPH fastballs
� COBRA has achieved accurate throws  

to 30 yards +.
� COBRAs come with a ball that should stay 

installed in the unit at all times.

“L” Code: L6704

Cobra Baseball & Softball Throwing TD’s

HI-Fly Fielder

Product Code: HFF PSR

Features:
� Flexible mesh pocket allows for catching 

either forehanded or backhanded, 
eliminating the need for forearm rotation.

� Hi-�y Fielder pocket will handle both 
baseballs and softballs.

� 1 2 in. diameter threaded stud fits any A 
made wrist units.

� Rotates with adjustable friction to 
accommodate varyin  field situations.

� Padded leading edge.
� Lightweight and strong.

“L” Code: L6704

SPECIFICATIONS

Models: HI-FLY FIELDER 
Length: 12.75 in.  (32 cm.) 

Width (max.): 7.5 in.  (19 cm.) 
Thickness: 1.8 in.  (4.5 cm.) 

Weight: 11 oz.  (314 gm.) 
Color: Black w/black trim 

Age: Youth/Adult 

Materials: Structural nylon, rubber, stainless steel, braided mesh.

SPECIFICATIONS

Models: COBRA COBRASB11 COBRASB12
Length: ~7.0 in. (18 cm) ~7.5 in. (19 cm) ~ 8.0 in. (20.3 cm)

Width: ~3.5 in. (9 cm) ~ 4.0 in. (10.2 cm) ~!4.3 in. ( 11 cm)
Weight: 8 oz. (227 gm) 9.5 oz. (270 gm) 10.5 oz. (298 gm)

Color: All Models Stealth Black




